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Chairmn Scclos Treasury Discussions on 

Hartin Î rost Amount of Revenue Keeded to 

Prevent Inflation 

Since the latter part of last weel: there has been a series of 
internal staff meetings at the Treasury on the topic of the amount of 
additional revenue noodod to prevent inflation* Besides the permanent 
members of the Treasury staff Professor Carl Shoup of Columbia, Mr* Roswell 
Elagill, lir* Randolph Paul, and llr* Chaster Barnard, President of the Hew 
Jersey Bell Telephone Company, have participated in these discussions. I 
understand that Br* Eamard has boon brought into the Treasury as a special 
adviser on the inflation problem* This group has had as & basis for dis-
cussion a report prepared by * rofossor Shoup on the prospect for growth in 
physical output and in money income during the next few months and the 
magnitude of the gap which was likely to develop between money expenditures 
and the volume of goods and services offered for sale* Representatives of 
several government agencies were asked to consult with Professor Shoup 
concerning the reasonableness of the methods used and the results obtained 
in his report, and X was present at these discussions• These talks have 
thus far covered only a part of the report and it was expected that they 
would continue although this now seems uncertain* 

Uncertainties as to the more important magnitudes involved in 
this problem, particularly with respect to the course of defense expenditures 
and the possible increase in physical output make it impossible to give 
estimates as to the magnitude of the inflationary gap except in the form of 
a very wide range* The Shoup report estimates the amount of additional 
revenue needed to close this gap at between §5 and §9 billion in the year 
1Su2* This is over and above the l/2 billion of additional revenue 
attributable to the Revenue Act of 19U!* The estimate is based upon a 
comparison of the conditions in June, 19^1* end June, 19h2» and it is 
recognised that the amount of revenue needed in the earlier months of 19̂ 42 
might be somewhat less and in the latter months somewhat greater than the 
magnitudes given* 

The general nature of the approach may be shown by citing the 
figures given as the basis for the minimum estimate of $5 billion* The 
maximum increase in the output of goods and services which is thought to 
be possible in the twelve months period under consideration is estimated 
at §12 billion. This is a measure of the increased physical volume of 
goods and services valued at the prices of June, 19̂ 41* The increase in 
defense expenditures is estimated at til*, billion* Thus the volume of 
goods available for civilian consumption (both consumer goods and capital 
goods) must decline by $2 billion* In order to determine the effect on 
total civilian expenditure of the increase of $11$. billion in defense ex-
penditures there must be deducted (a) increased federal taxes under the 
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tax structure as affected by the Revenue Act of 19l|l of $6 billion* (b) 
an increase in undistributed corporate profits of billion} (c) decreases 
in private arid business spending, due to the operations of priorities and 
allocations and to other factors* of about 02 billion* After deducting 
these offsets fron the Oil* billion of increased defense expenditures S5 
billion is loft. It is estimated that the multiplied effects of imposing 
taxation of this siocunt trf.ll do more than keep consumer expenditure constant^ 
it will decrease it by on aasount sufficient to match the £2 billion reduction 
in tho volume of goods available for sale* 

It Id apparent that very slight variations in tho estimates of 
tho basic figures &o to the volume of gcvermaent e:cpenditure$, the increase 
in physical output* and the probable vcluno of personal and, business 
©ponding vdll produce very largo differences in the final results; on the 
assumption that the possible increase in physical output mounts to only 
£9 billion, the conclusion is reached that additional revenues of C9 
billion instead of billion are needed. The general trend of the dis-
cussion was to raica the estimated figures for doclines in private expendi-
ture attributable to the operation of priorities but at the s t i r e to 
raise tho figure for defence expenditures by &ore tlian a corresponding 
amount* The xaeetings did not reach the point of assessing the effect of 
these changes upon the final figure of revenue needed, 

Tho Shoup report suggests a specific device for raising the 
additional revenue» Jhie device is a supplementary income tax to be de-
ducted at the source on wages* salaries, and corporate dividend end interest 
payments* Other forus of property ineoma and the earnings of the self-
employed would be reached by requiring the taxpayers vzhose incomes were not 
taxed at source to file quarterly returns* Personal eruptions of §1*000 
for smrried persons, $500 for single person* ©nd §J00 for each dependent 
would be allowed as deductions fran taxable income. Iheso exemptions could 
be pro-rated over the year in the case of wages and salaries, For other 
types of incono an adjustment in tex vrould be made on the basis of an 
annual return* Alloirances for deductions from gross incctae such as State 
and local tezes and interest paid could also be nade on the basis of en 
annual return. It is proposed that vdth respect to taxpayers already sub-
ject to the regular rates of income tex that the supplementary tax be 
imposed on income after deduction of regular income taxes paid. 

It is estimated that on the tas base defined in this w y a rate 
of 17 per cent would be necessary to raise the 05 billion of additional 
revenue regarded as the mininusa required* A rate of 31 per cent would be 
required to raise the xaasrinur* anount of §9 billion. 

Any additional revenue secured through increasing the Social 
Security taxes would o£ course reduce the anount of revenue required from 
the smppleinentary incase tar or any ciinilar device* The Secretary*© recent 
announceaent indicates that the Treasury thrill seek to obtain some part of 
the additional revenue fron the social security taxes* fhe Shoup report 
also fails to explore the possibilities of increased corporate taxation and 
Increased excise taxes* 
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The Shoup report also takes up the issue of "whether increased 
Treasury receipts ought not to teke the form of compulsory saving instead 
of taxes but its conclusion on this issue is that it is desirable to keep 
the increase in the national debt as small as possible and that tha tine 
for increased taxes is now* when incomes are rising rapidly. 

I should stress the fact that there is nothing to indicate that 
the supplementary income ttx proposal will be officially adopted by the 
treasury. The figures and the other facts touched on in this memorandum 
T?jcre discussed with the understand!^ that they would not be referred to 
outside governmental circles* 

EE:rhs-
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